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I feel honored that the 4th JSIT Award was given to me for my research career in environmental immunotoxicology, although first I was mystified by nomination of an early immunotoxicologist for the Award. My research for immunotoxicology has mainly focused on illustrating the concept for immunotoxicological evaluation of environmental substances through with experimental immunotoxicology of environmental heavy metals.

In the early stage of immunotoxicology, diverse immunotoxic findings were reported on environmental chemicals with a variety of testing systems¹. For an overall assessment of their immunotoxicity, we have studied on immunotoxicities of heavy metals in the environment with special reference to cadmium (Cd).

For evaluating immunotoxicities of environmental heavy metals, the animal exposure to the metals is required at environmental levels, via actual route, and for the proper long duration. As described in the lecture, we reported on oral exposure of mice to Cd at environmental concentrations in the drinking water for 10 weeks² that: 1) immunotoxic alterations were very sensitive to the exposure, 2) acquired and natural immune indicators responded differently, as that the primed
antibody response was suppressed but the unprimed antibody response was non-specifically enhanced including production of autoantibodies like anti-nuclear and anti-dsDNA antibodies, even at less exposure level. These mean the immunotoxic effect of environmental substances should be assessed and evaluated differentially for immune regulation and immune defense, which work appropriately at host situation. Autoantibody formation and oral tolerance to food allergens are under suppressive immune regulation. Disturbance of the immune regulation by environmental substances may lead to autoimmune and/or allergic manifestations. Some examples were demonstrated with findings including our studies such as autoantibody production in autoimmune nephritis-prone mice enhanced by heavy metals3), allergen-specific IgE production promoted with diesel particle4, and sensitization of oral food protein aided with salicylate5. In these cases environmental substances including heavy metals act like an adjuvant to cause abnormal stimulation overcoming immune regulation. Such immunotoxicity of environmental substances should be considered further relating to pathogenesis of autoimmune and allergic diseases.

Our recent life becomes surrounded with more natural and/or artificial biopolymers that may act as immunostimulatory or immunogenic environmental substances. It may require a new paradigm in immunotoxicology that is left to the next generation of immunotoxicologists.
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Q1. What was the most impressive event for you in your trip to Japan this time?

There are numerous aspects that were impressive for me for my first trip to Japan. I have been very impressed by how you welcome a guest scientist as me. The organization of my trip, the way you feel respected by your host is quite special of Japan. While travelling in the country, I was also very impressed by the organization, the willing of the people to help you if they feel that you are lost and also the respect between people.

Q2. What is the most exciting thing in your career to date?

Probably, to have been able to create, finance and manage a group of scientists since 1990 in the field of Immunotoxicology. Allowing the possibility to students to obtain their PhD with good publications and also to help them to find a job is also a great achievement for me.

Q3. What are the things you are doing energetically, right now?

The most energy consuming activity now is to manage the IMI (Innovative Medicines Initiative) project ABIRISK (Anti-Biopharmaceutical Immunization: prediction and analysis of clinical relevance to minimize the RISK, http://www.abirisk.eu/). This project involves 38 partners from all Europe and aims at understanding how patients get immunized to therapeutic proteins (antibodies) with the consequence of a loss of clinical response. This project aims also to optimize the monitoring of patients by closely monitoring anti-drug antibody.

Q4. What is required for breakthrough in immunotoxicology research in the future, do you think?

Immunotoxicology is still an evolving field. All the aspects of immunotoxicology such as immunosuppression, hypersensitivity, autoimmunity and inappropriate stimulation of the immune system show intensive research activity. However, there are several aspects that need specific attention.

The link between immunosuppression/immunomodulation induced by chemicals and the risk of cancer is a matter of great importance. What are the components of the immune system most important to address, CD8+ cells, NK cells others? Are we able to establish a dose-relationship or to perform quantitative risk-assessment for this type of risk? What are the effects of mixtures of environmental chemicals with genotoxic and immunosuppressive properties?

Allergies due to drugs or environmental chemicals should also deserve more attention. The mechanisms of drug allergy have recently benefited from major breakthrough with the results published on Abacavir-induced toxic epidermolysis. However, we are still lacking some explanations on drug-induced liver injury due to immune mechanisms or on how people get immunized to drugs and how immunized/sensitized people become allergic.

The last point is the link between autoimmunity and exposure to chemicals or following drug treatment. These questions are very difficult to address and there are not a lot of support from public bodies. These latter points can explain the low activity in this field. Nevertheless, efforts should be made when we are facing the controversy with vaccines leading to a tendency for decrease in the rate of vaccinated people in Europe.